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Business Case Analysis with R: Simulation Tutorials to Support Complex Business DecisionsApress, 2018

	
		This tutorial teaches you how to use the statistical programming language R to develop a business case simulation and analysis. It presents a methodology for conducting business case analysis that minimizes decision delay by focusing stakeholders on what matters most and suggests pathways for minimizing the risk in strategic and...
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Beginning CouchDBApress, 2009
The new world of cloud computing needs data storage. CouchDB is the scalable, portable, simple database engine that is helping open source cloud architects put their data stores onto a firm foundation. Beginning CouchDB provides the tools to begin using this very powerful database engine without having to pay license fees for the...
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Teaching English as a Foreign Language For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	English as a Foreign Language teacher and trainer


	Your one-stop guide to a career that will take you places


	If you thought that teaching a language that's second nature to you would be easy, think again! Explaining grammar, or teaching correct pronunciation while simultaneously developing your own skills as a teacher...
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Practical Data Science: A Guide to Building the Technology Stack for Turning Data Lakes into Business AssetsApress, 2018

	Learn how to build a data science technology stack and perform good data science with repeatable methods. You will learn how to turn data lakes into business assets.

	

	
		The data science technology stack demonstrated in Practical Data Science is built from components in general use in the industry. Data...
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Japanese For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	W e live in a wonderfully global and amazingly diverse society. Exchanging ideas, products, foods, and friendship across national and cultural boundaries is the key to making our lives richer and more meaningful and peaceful. Besides, traveling abroad is a lot cheaper than it used to be. Grabbing your passport and setting off on an adventure...
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Word 2003 Visual Basic ProgrammingLulu.com, 2005
This book is for programmers and would-be programmers who want to learn Word 2003 Visual Basic programming as quickly as possible. I assume that you are fluent in using Word 2003 as a word processor and want to learn the Visual Basic programming part of Word 2003 to help you become more efficient with your word processing task. It is preferable...
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You Can Program in C++: A Programmer's IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This book is intended for a very different readership: you should already be comfortable with the
basics of programming. Exactly how you have acquired those basics will result in different expectations and
problems with learning C++. One of the delights of C++ is its ability to handle the programming paradigms
of most of the...
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Objective-C Programmer's ReferenceApress, 2013

	Objective-C Programmer's Reference provides the tools necessary to write software in Objective-C—the language of choice for developing iOS and OS X applications. Author Carlos Oliveira begins from the basic building blocks of the language. He shows how to create correct and efficient applications by applying your knowledge...
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Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in 24 Hours (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in 24 Hours, Second Edition explains the basics of programming in the successful 24-Hours format. The book begins with the absolute basics of programming: Why program? What tools to use? How does a program tell the computer what to do? It teaches readers how to program the computer and then moves on by...
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Microsoft Visual C# 2005 Express Edition Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Written in a straight-forward style, using a games-based approach that makes learning beginning-level programming fun and easy, this book provides beginner programmers with programming instruction using Visual C# 2005 Express Edition as a foundation.

Microsoft Visual C# 2005 Express Edition Programming for the Absolute Beginner...
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The Joy of Clojure: Thinking the Clojure WayManning Publications, 2011

	
		The authors of this book have taken an ambitious and aggressive approach to teaching Clojure. You know how everyone loves to say they teach using the “drinking from a fire hydrant” method? Well, at times it feels like these guys are trying to shove that fire hydrant right up... let’s just say it’s a place...
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Microsoft Office 2010 In DepthQue, 2010

	Congratulations! You are about to harness the incredible capabilities of the latest version of Microsoft Office: Office 2010. Microsoft Office has been the gold standard for application suites for many years and provides all the applications that you need for a wide variety of tasks. Whether you are writing a novel, balancing your budget,...
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